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Abstract—Machine Learning (ML) models are continuously
introduced to power systems in domains like state estimation
and event identification. However, training an ML model usually
requires a lot of data. For data-limited grids, we propose a
transfer learning framework to transfer knowledge from a source
grid with rich Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) data for the
event-type differentiation problem. The goal is challenging due
to (1) different dimensionalities of the source and the target
measurement spaces, (2) dissimilar data distributions, and (3)
redundant PMU’s information. Thus, we project the source and
the target measurement space into a latent feature space, which
reduces and aligns the dimensionality of input measurements,
maintains close data distributions in the latent space, and enables
the transferability from the source domain to the target domain.
Then, we introduce transfer learning in supervised learning by
vectorizing each PMU’s measurement window as one training
sample, forming the latent space. We theoretically show that
our approach minimizes the upper bound of misclassification
rate and experimentally demonstrates the high performance on
various synthetic datasets.

Index Terms—Event-type differentiation, power systems, trans-
fer learning, latent feature space, dimensionality reduction

I. INTRODUCTION

POwer systems nowadays integrate more and more highly
uncertain components. Specifically, renewable power gen-

erations like Photovoltaic (PV) power and wind power largely
depend on uncertain weather conditions. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to build situational awareness tools for the next generation
power grids [1].

For complex system analysis with uncertain generation and
loads, Machine Learning (ML) methods are quite useful for
analysis based on Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs). For
example, PMU-based ML models have been developed for
state estimation [2], event identification [3]–[5], cyber attack
detection [6], [7], etc. Such wide applications are due to
flexible modeling capability, robust performance, and high
speed after learning. However, most existing ML techniques
on power systems require a certain amount of training data
and are likely to fail in grids with limited data [8]. Thus, it’s
urgent to employ new techniques to transfer knowledge from
the source grid with rich data to the target grid with limited
labeled data. [8], [9].

We propose to solve the knowledge immigration via Trans-
fer Learning, which has deep impacts on some fields like
WiFi-based localization [10], image classification [11], video
concept detection [12], sentiment analysis [13], coreference

resolution [14], vehicle routing [15], etc. Based on the data
property, TL can be categorized into two aspects [16], the
homogeneous and Heterogeneous Transfer Learning (HTL)
[11]. The former one focuses on the same dimension of source
and target data while the latter one tackles a harder problem of
different dimensions. Compared to other approaches like few-
shot learning and meta-learning, transfer learning can tackle
the case when the source and the target domains have different
data distributions. And, such a case often appears in two power
systems given different operating conditions.

For power systems, previous research on transfer learning
is quite limited in both the scope and mechanism. Moreover,
existing work focuses on the homogeneous case, i.e., transfer-
ring within one grid. For example, [17] trains dynamic security
assessment model in one line fault database and transfers the
model to an unknown different but related line fault. [18]
shows the potential transfer learning algorithm can make full
use of existing historical data and significantly improve the
accuracy of the prediction model. [19] shows the advantages
of the merged multi-modal Gaussian graphical model HTL can
boost the data volume of the target grid. However, these papers
can’t tackle cross-grid transfer and are not general enough for
a wide application.

In this paper, we develop methods on HTL. The general
goal of HTL is to find a transformation or a common subspace
of the knowledge representation between the source and the
target. The knowledge representation can include features [20],
trained parameters [21], and features relationship to the co-
occurrence data [22] that are common to both the source and
the target. These methods, however, can hardly be directly
applied to power system PMU measurements with a high
volume of measurements and a set of physical constraints.

Thus, we propose a novel framework for HTL applications
in power systems. As shown in Fig 1, the data stream is
received from PMUs in the source and target grid. We realign a
window of each PMU’s measurements as one training sample.
Then, we project the source and the target measurement
space into latent feature spaces, which reduce and align the
dimensionality of input measurements, maintain similar data
distributions in the latent space, and enable the transferability
from the source domain to the target domain. Then we
introduce different supervised learning approaches to seek
the latent features and train the classifiers. Finally, the vote
for each PMU segment data string from this event will be
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Fig. 1. Flowchart for the proposed supervised transfer learning.

determined the event label.
To demonstrate the advantages of our models, we first the-

oretically introduce the theorem to quantify the upper bound
of the target grid’s misclassification rate. We show that our
proposed method reduces both the domain divergence and the
source-grid misclassification rate, thus largely decreasing the
upper bound and guaranteeing the classification accuracy for
the target grid. Secondly, we carried out experience with three
synthetic datasets. For these synthetic grids, we conduct event
simulations under different loading conditions, at different
locations, and under different event types.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
defines the problem. Section III motivates the latent space
for transfer learning. Section IV demonstrates the supervised
learning approach to build the latent space and predict the
event label. A mathematically rigorous analysis is also intro-
duced to demonstrate the advantage of our method. Section
V evaluates the performance of the proposed methods and
Section VI concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION FOR KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER

For tackling the problem of cross-grid event-type differenti-
ation, we aim at utilizing rich PMU data from the source grid
and limited PMU data from the target grid to jointly train a
classifier for event-type differentiation in the target grid. We
will remodel transfer learning for power domain knowledge,
which opens the door for data analytics in knowledge transfer
for smart grids. Specifically, we illustrate the power domain
knowledge plays a key role in projecting the high volume

Fig. 2. PMU streams for different types of events.

of PMU measurements from source and target sides to low-
dimensional space that determines the underlying event type.

Mathematically, we denote {(xSi , ySi)
nS
i=1} as a set of

labeled training instances from the source domain, where
xSi

∈ RdS is the ith training sample and ySi
is its label.

dS is the dimensionality of the source data, i.e., the number
of measurement channels in the source grid. Similarly, we
denote {(xTi , yTi)

nT
i=1} as a set of labeled training instances

from the target domain and let xTi ∈ RdT . dT is the
dimensionality of the target data. Generally, we consider the
scenario when nT � nS and dS 6= dT . Finally, our event-
type differentiation is a multi-class classification problem, i.e.,
ySi

, yTi
∈ {1, 2, · · · , c}, where c is the total number of event

types in the systems.
With the above notations, we have the following problem

formulations.
• Problem: Transfer learning for event-type differentiation.
• Given: a set of PMU measurements with labels from

the source grid {(xSi
, ySi

)nS
i=1} and from the target

grid {(xTi , yTi)
nT
i=1} or without label {(xTi)

nT
i=1} where

nT � nS .
• Output: a classifier f to distinguish event types in the

target grid.
In general, we learned and compared the common patterns

of PMU data from the source grid and the target grid to
enhance the performance of the classifier f in the target grid.

III. WHAT TO TRANSFER: FEATURES IN THE LATENT SPACE

To solve the problem according to the definition, we first
need to identify the transferable knowledge for system event
differentiation. Since the knowledge is mined from the data,
i.e., the PMU streams of event files, we first analyze the
PMU event files for motivations of the proposed model. As
is shown in Fig. 2, the PMU streams for different events
in power systems include the pre-event, during-event, and
post-event modes for an event. To characterize the event, we
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need to employ a window-based segmentation of the PMU
streams covering these three periods. After vectorization of
the event files, we can have xS (xT ) vector for the event yS
(yT ). Here we eliminate the subscript for the event index and
consider xS , xT , yS , and yT as variables for the simplicity of
later derivations. In conclusion, xS and xT are of ultra-high
dimensionality. Further, we propose the following assumption,
which lays the foundations for the transfer learning-based
event-type differentiation.

Assumption 1. Among the redundant PMU measure-
ments in xS and xT , some latent features, denoted as
FS(xS), FS(xT ) ∈ Rd, can inherently determine the event
types, where d� dS and d� dT .

This assumption is reasonable since a set of physical con-
straints guarantees that some key features in power systems,
e.g., the frequency for generator trip or the three-phase voltage
magnitude for phase fault, is enough to determine the event
behavior. These features can be extracted via expert knowl-
edge. However, they may not be accurately identified given
complex PMU streams with automation. Thus, in this paper,
we propose to formulate these features in a low-dimensional
vector space so that a data-driven approach can be utilized to
automatically map data from the source/target domain to the
vector space. Moreover, d � dS and d � dT are needed,
which can ensure better performance with higher dimension
redundant data.

IV. HOW TO TRANSFER WITH SUPERVISION

A. Supervised Latent Feature Extraction

For our proposed method, we aim to use supervised machine
learning models to extract information in the latent feature
space for classification. We list each row as one PMU channel
with fixed-length measurements for the source and the target
grid data to formulate the latent space. In this space, we build
the training matrices XS ∈ RnS×dS and XT ∈ RnT×dT .
Correspondingly, we can generate nS × 1 label vector yS .
Usually, we have dS 6= dT due to different sensor numbers.

Based on the Section III, we propose to develop mappings
from XS and XT to a low-dimensional space X(nS+nT )×d.
Due to the physical understanding, we treat each PMU’s
measurements during a moving window in Fig. 1 as the
measurement space. Thus, d is treated as the data number of
one PMU’s measurements in the moving window. Namely, we

reshape XnS×dS

S and XnT×dT

T to X
n
′
S×d

1 and X
n
′
T×d

2 based
on the PMU measurements. Finally, we can concatenate the
above two datasets into X(n

′
S+n

′
T )×d for training. Correspond-

ingly, for each event file, as multiple PMUs can create multiple
samples, these results will vote for a final event label.

To elaborate on the training procedure, we have the follow-
ing statements. Firstly, to indirectly or directly model the deci-
sion rule, we include both the generative and the discriminative
ML models. Specifically, the generative model like the Naive
Bayes method first monitors the joint distribution of data and
the label. Then, by the Bayes rule, the conditional probability

is calculated for the decision boundary. On the other hand, the
discriminative model like Logistic Regression, Support Vector
Machine, and so on, directly learns the conditional probability
of the label given data for decision making. Though the direct
way seems to induce fewer errors, [23] indicates that the
generative model may approach its asymptotic error faster.

Apart from the modeling approaches, whether the model
output can bring a confidence level for the system operator is
another view of evaluating the ML models. The probabilistic
model like Naive Bayes or Logistic Regression outputs the
probability of the event type given data (i.e., the conditional
distribution), thus providing the confidence level for the pre-
dicted event type. However, deterministic model like Support
Vector Machine, Decision Tree, and K-Nearest Neighbors only
points out the most possible event type without an uncertainty
description. Therefore, the probabilistic model can provide the
system operator with an uncertainty measure to decide if the
prediction is reliable or not. Even though, there is a trade-
off since the deterministic model focuses on maximizing the
sample distance to the decision boundary so that the risk
of misclassification is minimized. For probabilistic models,
however, they focus more on the distribution fitting with pre-
defined distribution models as biases, which may deteriorate
the classification accuracy.

Thirdly, the model’s capacity to include linear or non-
linear characteristics is also important. Especially, Support
Vector Machine introduces non-linear kernels, and Decision
Tree utilizes many piece-wise linear boundaries to depict the
non-linear boundaries while other models focus on seeking a
linear boundary with less ability for fine-grained classification.
However, the well-known bias-variance trade-off shows that
the non-linear models are prone to overfitting.

Finally, an ensemble method, Hybrid Supervised Learning,
that employs several ML models is also utilized [3]. We give
a summary of our above descriptions in Table I.

1) Decision Tree: Decision Tree (DT) has a tree structure,
whose nodes represent features, making the decision process
easy to be interpreted. Each node in the tree helps the decision
process when the new data comes. To train a generalized tree
from the training data set, a normal way to decide which
feature to be associated with the next node is to maximize
the information gain (IG):

f∗ = argmax IG(X, f), (1)

where we assume that feature f has K values. If the current
sample set is X (to simplify the model introduction, we don’t
consider the difference of source and target data and eliminate
the subscript of S and T ) and we use f as the next node, the
information gain (IG) is:

IG(X, f) = H(X)−
K∑

k=1

p(fk)H(Xk),

where fk is the kth value of feature f and Xk are the samples
that have this feature value. H(X) and H(Xk) are the entropy
of the whole data samples X and its kth components Xk. In
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TABLE I
SUMMARY AND CATEGORIZATION OF DIFFERENT MACHINE LEARNING MODELS

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES MODELS

Generative Faster error convergence rate Higher asymptotic error NB
Discriminative Lower asymptotic error Slower error convergence rate DT, KNN, LR, SVM
Probabilistic Provide a confidence level Biased model for distributions NB, LR
Deterministic Minimize risks of misclassification No confidence levels DT, KNN, SVM
Linear Prevent overfitting Hard to tackle nonlinear boundaries NB, LR
Nonlinear Model nonlinear boundaries Prone to overfitting DT, KNN, SVM
Hybrid Low model bias, provide a confidence level Relatively high computational cost HSL

each layer, the node with the maximum information gain is
selected to build the branch to the next layer.

2) K Nearest Neighbors: K Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
is an instance-based machine learning method. For a testing
data set, the KNN calculates the distance between the testing
sample and all the training samples. Then, the K nearest
neighbors are counted and voted for the label of testing data.
For example, we can use Euclidean distance to calculate the
sample distance for KNN.

d(xi,xj) =

√√√√ K∑
k=1

(
xi(k)− xj(k)

)2
, (2)

where xi and xj are the ith and jth row of X , respectively.
3) Naive Bayes: Such method tries to maximize posterior

P (y|F ) ∼ P (y)P (F |y), (3)

where y and F = [F1, · · · , Fd] are random variables of output
label and input data vector. Namely, Fi represents the ith

random variable with realization of the ith column in X .
Following the conditional independence assumption, we

have

P (F |y) = P (F1F2, · · · , Fd|y) (4)
= P (F1|y)P (F2|y) · · ·P (Fd|y). (5)

When a new sample xi (the ith sample) comes, we can
predict its label:

ŷ = argmax
k∈{1,2,···,K}

P (y = k)

d∏
j=1

P (Fi = xi(j)|y = k). (6)

4) Logistic Regression (LR): LR tries to maximize the
conditional data likelihood

w∗ = argmax
w

n∑
k=1

lnP (yk|xk,w), (7)

where n is the total number of training samples. The formula
of the conditional probability has a sigmoid form

P (y = 0|X) =
1

1 + exp(w0 +
∑

wixi)
. (8)

5) Support Vector Machine (SVM): SVM tries to find the
decision boundary

wTx+ b (9)

with the maximum margin

w∗ = argmax
b

||w||
. (10)

Since we assume data is distributed on the two outer sides of
margins, we have the following constraints for the optimization
problem in (9).

y(wTx− b) ≥ 1. (11)

6) Hybrid Method: Hybrid Method is proposed in [3] that
considers using different learning methods as candidates for
making event decisions based on incoming PMU data. In this
way, it can utilize all the benefits from different machine learn-
ing methods mentioned above by giving a different weight on
their predicted result. To avoid biases from different learning
models, it provides an entropy-based index to measure the
confidence of our voted label. The index E is shown below:

E = 1 +
1

N

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

p(i, k) log p(i, k)/ log(M), (12)

where M is the number of classifiers, n is the total number of
testing samples, K is the number of voting types and p(i, k) is
the percentage of votes for label k in the ith testing samples.

B. Voting Scheme for Supervised Transfer Learning

The voting process happens in our supervised learning-
based transfer learning, as is shown in Fig. 3. In supervised
learning, we utilize a supervised classifier to learn features and
output a label for each PMU. These labels then form a label
list to represent the underlying event type potentially. Since
for different systems and different PMUs, the measurements in
response to one specific event type are usually similar, and the
majority-vote selects the most suspicious label within the label
list from different PMUs as the event label. We essentially find
the common features in the latent space, which are the key to
determining the event type.

C. Theoretical Support

To theoretically support our above designs for transfer
learning, we introduce the following theorem [24], [25].
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the voting scheme.

Theorem 1. Let h ∈ H be a hypothesis, εS(h) and εT (h)
be the expected risks on the source and the target domain,
respectively. Then,

εT (h) ≤ εS(h) + dH(DS ,DT ) + C0, (13)

Here, H represents the hypothesis class, i.e., the total set of
classifiers to identify the label. C0 is a constant for the com-
plexity of the hypothesis plus the risk of an ideal hypothesis
for both domains. D = (X, P (X)) is the domain for data
space X . dH(DS ,DT ) isH-divergence between domains that
represents the supremum divergence of the probabilities for the
source and the target data spaces over the H [26].

Theorem 1 upper bounds the misclassification risk of the
target dataset by the risk of the source dataset and the
distribution divergences between two spaces. Our supervised
approach both utilizes a PMU-voting scheme to reduce the
domain divergence dH(DS ,DT ) and minimizes εS(h), thus
reducing the upper bound. Therefore, our proposed approach
can deliver high performance for the transfer learning and
we numerically show the over 90% testing accuracy in our
experiments.

Our approach and the introduced Theorem 1 open the door
for the HTL applications on power systems. Especially, we
point out that minimizing the source/target classification error
and the divergence between the source/target domains are the
two key factors for different transfer learning problems in the
power systems.

V. EXPERIMENT

A. Experiment Setting and Data Preparation

To better illustrate that our proposed approach is robust and
reliable, we use comprehensive synthetic data. The synthetic
data is generated by synthetic test systems using GE’s Positive
Sequence Load Flow (PSLF) software with the event-type
differentiation of line trip, generator trip, and line fault. In
each dataset, we include voltage magnitude, voltage angle,
current magnitude, current angle and frequency.

To prepare the synthetic data, we first conduct simulations
of random events in different grids under countless varying
loading conditions and locations. Specifically, for the grid
model, we introduce the Illinois 200-bus system [27], the
South Carolina 500-bus system [28], and the IEEE 14-bus
simulation system [29] to comprehensively evaluate the pro-
posed methods under different transfer learning scenarios. We
simulate line trip, generator trip, and line fault events randomly

selected from 30 different locations and under random loading
conditions for each grid. We can generate a time-series event
file with nodal phasor and frequency measurements and the
event label information for each event.

B. Verification of the Supervised-based Transfer Learning
mechanism

We utilize a case study to verify the mechanism of our
proposed transfer learning methods. Specifically, 100 event
files from the 500-bus system are utilized as source domain.
30 event files with 3 different event types in varying loading
conditions from the 200-bus system are used as target domain.
In the experiment, we consider roughly about 200 different
cases, and the size of input data with about 100 event files is
about 1 GB.

For these event files, we consider that every PMU’s mea-
surements will bring a vote for the final label, leading to
200 votes for an event. Fig. 4 illustrates the vote statistics,
where 1 represents line trip, 2 represents generator trip, and 3
represents line fault. Thus, all 3 events are correctly identified
with over 90% of the majority vote.

This case study essentially demonstrates the underlying
principle of our voting-based supervised learning for transfer
learning. Basically, for the same event type under two different
grids, the majority of PMUs will behave the same in response
to the specific event type. Therefore, the most voted event type
out of the trained event type list will be the identified event
for this event file. This principle stands for our Assumption
1 for the latent space, which is successfully extracted by
our high-dimensional data splitting via the PMU numbers
and the feature learning of supervised learning models. Then,
our voting mechanism aligns the extracted latent space for
the source and target domain, inducing a successful transfer
learning process.

C. General Results

In general, we have the following results for our voting-
based algorithm. Clearly, we find that for different scenarios,
transfer learning can bring an average result of 96.32%, which
demonstrates high accuracy.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we tackle the problem of Transfer Learning
for event-type differentiation in power systems. The issue is
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Fig. 4. The vote statistics for line trip, generator trip, and line fault.
TABLE II

THE TRANSFER LEARNING PERFORMANCE ON SYNTHETIC SYSTEMS

SOURCE TARGET ACCURACY(%)
14-BUS 200-BUS 95.23
200-BUS 14-BUS 98.77
14-BUS 500-BUS 96.25
500-BUS 14-BUS 94.38
200-BUS 500-BUS 97.68
500-BUS 200-BUS 95.63

challenging since it is a Heterogeneous Transfer Learning
(HTL) problem as the dimensionality and the data distributions
are different for the source grid and the target grid. In
this paper, we propose to project the source and the target
measurement space into latent spaces with the supervised
approach. These latent spaces will jointly determine the final
label for the target events. In our proposed method, we realign
each PMU as one training sample with a fixed length of
measurements for both the source and target data. Then, we
employ different supervised learning methods to extract the
latent features and train the classifiers. Finally, the labels
obtained from the supervised method are merged together
to decide the final event label. Comprehensive experiments
demonstrate the advantages of our model over in various
scenarios.
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